
1.  What  is  Shame?  (How 
do we describe it?)

2.  If we don’t use it, how 
do we motivate 
someone…?



What is shame?

Shame ties choices / behaviors 
to personal worth, and
when the choices / behaviors 
are not what we think
are good -the persons worth / 
value / abilities 
intellect are attacked and 
disfigured / despised.





“How do we use Shame to Motivate?”

1.If the person doesn’t do what we think they should do,

If the person makes a mistake, bad choice, fails,

If the person makes us look bad:



God’s 
Example:  
(How does 
God motivate 
without 
shame?)

1. God is after the Heart, more than the 
head.

> Get the Heart, and the Head will 
follow.



2.  Obedience can be Forced, or Willfully Given.

>God wants it to be Willfully Given.

>He does not force it in the age of Decision 
(Adults).

>Even in Age of Directives, discipline can be   
accomplished without using shame.



#1 -God Goes After 
the Heart of the 
Person.















Shame literally 
crushes the God 
influence of the 

heart which is 
described as 

the 
‘Conscience’.

1.      It becomes about rules, laws,   
traditions.

> And yes, it does work to 
change behavior.



2.  The 
results 

are a 
broken 

person:,

a.    limited….., fearful, self-
conscious, low self-
esteem, loss of 
confidence, self-hate, self-
destructive, Act-In, etc.

b.     Or:  Rebellious, hateful 
toward others,defiant,  
Act-Out, etc.







The Holy Spirit uses Love.
>  Love wins the Heart.







4.  He convinces us that he is interested in us for what’s best for us.

a.  Not simply changing what we do, or how we do it.

b.  It’s about offering hope and genuine care / love

c.  He doesn’t tear us down - to build us up.



5. He talks with us, not to or at us.
- using affirming instructional language 

6.  He Realizes we have a choice in the decision, and 
approaches us and the conversation from that perspective.

- Shame forces the decision. 
(There’s no other intelligent choice)

7.  He Realizes we have a choice in the decision, and 
approaches us and the conversation from that perspective.

- Shame forces the decision. 
(There’s no other intelligent choice)

God doesn’t come across in fear like he needs to be 
in or gain control - he simply lays it out.

- But what if they make the wrong choice?



Shame needs to gain control and is fueled by the fear of 
not getting control and something bad…..

Being in control of how it goes is paramount.  If that’s not            
gained, the person is attacked. 

Why?  To gain control.

(In that process, the shamer will often lose self-control…)



Anytime there is a belittling or devaluing of the 
person in any way, or an attack on their intelligence 
or capabilities - we are using Shame.


